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Free.Usefulness of platelet-rich
plasma in nasal reconstruction using
the external approach. The aim of this
study was to evaluate the effectiveness
and safety of platelet-rich plasma
(PRP) in nasal reconstruction using
the external approach. Between 2011
and 2013, nine patients with nasal
defect of varying sizes were treated
with cartilage or bone grafting and
PRP, and the results were compared
with those of a historical cohort of 36
patients who underwent the same
treatment in 2004. The size of the
defect was significantly larger in the



patient group than in the historical
cohort (mean, 15.8 vs 12.3 cm). Defect
closure was achieved in three (33.3%)
patients in the patient group and in 24
(66.7%) patients in the historical
cohort (P =.03). All patients (100%) in
the historical cohort had defect
closure without complications. In the
patient group, three (33.3%) patients
had complications during the follow-up
period: two had a cutaneous fistula
and one had allergic reaction. In
patients who had a large defect or
were at high risk for complications,
PRP grafting may be a good choice for
nasal reconstruction using the
external approach.The present
invention relates to an encoding
apparatus and an encoding method. In



encoding such as compression
encoding and decompression
encoding, there has been known a
technique of expanding a bit stream
encoded by orthogonal transform and
quantization to a bit string and
inserting an index signal indicative of
a range where the bit string is
recorded in a predetermined bit
position (for example f988f36e3a
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